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Convenient and effective Sum and Substance tape presents the essentials of contract law in a

clear, succinct, time-saving format. Includes quick reference indexing, allowing you to quickly locate

all topics in the recording, and informed exam tips to maximize your performance. Sections discuss:

offer and acceptance, consideration, definition, sufficiency, adequacy, forbearance, past

consideration, preexisting-duty rule, payment-in-full checks, promissory estoppel, statute of frauds,

parole evidence rule, mistake, fraud, duress, undue influence, illegality, incapacity,

unconscionability, impossibility, conditions and promises, anticipatory repudiation, third-party

beneficiaries, assignment and delegation, and remedies.
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My copy of this did not have of the issues that some of the other reviewers had. My did not have the

issue where part of a track was missing and I did not notice any kicking of the mic stand. I ripped the

cd's into itunes and listened to them on my ipod driving to and from class. I think that this helped me

get an A in the class. If you are really struggling with Contracts I wouldn't rely on this study aid since

you can't really make notes in it or highlight but I found it helpful to have an explanation of the

material that was different from my professors.Prof. Whaley also does a good job at making the

interesting material and has some good stories. I found it very listenable and didn't find myself

thinking about other things while it was playing. It worked for me and I am definitely getting the sum

and substance series for some of my other courses as well. I was also able to sell it for $50 when I



was done with it, so the overall investment of only $12 was great.

The lecture is great, I wish they broke down the topics better on the CD like Consideration covers

various subtopics but since its the only track on the CD its just an hour long lecture that isn't really

select able by subtopic. So if you don't understand something specifically or want to hear a variation

on how it is explained you have to sit through a long lecture.

This is a great supplement for studying contracts while I commute. Living in the Bay Area and going

to Law School can be hard due to the high cost of housing, but this helped me focus on contracts in

preparation for class, and for the final!

These are good for listening to on long commutes.Use a Gilbert's and a Case Brief Book for the

most important issues and rules. Black's Law Dictionary and the Internet will get you there.Consider

that the LESS "stuff" you have to study, the more quality time you can invest in what you have... you

just need the right materials - Gilbert's and a Case Brief Book.Best wishes for much success,

always!

Helpful for very understanding of broad contract law concepts, but not useful when studying for the

bar exam.

Not that helpful for 1L year, but definitely a good refresher for long car rides.

Prof. Whaley is great in discussing the areas in Contract law. I highly enjoy listening/learning on my

way to work as right now, Contracts isn't my strongest subject.
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